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Abstract-Smart cards are secure portable storage devices
designed and used to gain access to an area or control a
device by using a valid smart card only. The security of
any organization is the top most priority for the
concerned authorities. For this reason only, the
authorized person with a valid smart card is allowed to
operate the device /to access a secure area. Earlier,
human supervision was required to monitor all these
parameters, but this paper explains the system where no
supervision is required as only authorized persons are
provided with valid smart cards to operate devices &
gain access to the device/ area.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Smart card based access control system is an

application specific project, which can be used
universally any where security is prime concern.
The security to a property, organization and other
purposes where a human being entering into can be
checked or segregated between authorized and
unauthorized persons by implementing this project.

Secure life, secure property is what
everyone desires. So a lot of money and interest is
spent in this area. The important installations are to
be protected from unauthorized intruders, as well as
home are to be secure from same factors. Today
man less intelligent automatic machines are used in
every field so that manpower can be least used and
efficient work can be achieved .The intelligent
machine only solution in this field is
microprocessor. However the microprocessor forms
complex structure. Therefore micro controller is the
best solution.

The Smart card based access control system
presented here is an access   control system that
allows only authorized persons to access a restricted
area.

II.Literature Review
The purpose of paper [1] is usage of OTP which
gives the security, since the password expires after
usage since its usage is limited by the time. The
major drawback of this system is timeout in few
seconds and multiple uses means multiple lockouts.
The access control system based on OTP is
proposed to complement the drawbacks of the user
authentication mechanism such as a digital door-
lock and mechanical door-lock based.

The major concentration in this paper[2] is trying to
reproduce the comprehensive literature study
related to the various door locks and gate security
systems that are necessary in various fields due to
advancement in recent technology there are door
locks based on the GSM, GPS, many sensors, with
different softwares and passwords. This paper deals
with the Face Recognition with GSM Technology
and E-Mail Facility. The major drawback of this
work is 2D recognition is affect by changing in
lighting, the person hair’s, and if the person wear
glassless. Net connectivity problems due to
abnormal weather.

The technique used in paper [3] is the
usage of digital code lock system. The major
drawback of this system is Can’t change the
password, during power failure system will gets off.
A digital code lock system was designed as a
security measure in an automobile. It can however,
be implemented for locking electronic devices such
as Television set, computer system and other
electrical appliances. The system consists of a
hardware module and an application program for
microcontroller unit.  This system is a combination
of hardware and software at its best. In this design,
a device is locked using a six digit code (password).
The code can be set according to the user’s desire,
hence the name ”PROGRAMMABLE”.
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This paper [4] deals with the Face Recognition with
GSM Technology and E-Mail Facility. The major
drawback of this work is 2D recognition is affect by
changing in lighting, the person hair’s, and if the
person wear glassless.Net connectivity problems
due to abnormal weather. The major concentration
in this paper is trying to reproduce the
comprehensive literature study related to the various
door locks and gate security systems that are
necessary in various fields. As security becomes
major problem today the security system needs to
make use of latest technology, its based on the
usage of the embedded and zigbee hence it could
not be easily hacked by hackers.

The technique used in paper [5] is usage of digital
code lock system. The major drawback of this
system is Can’t change the password, during power
failure system will gets off. The Security of human
life and property is one of the paramount challenges
facing any nation or any corporate organization.
Also, ensuring safety and confidentiality of data &
message stored in a system or electrical appliances
is quite essential to prevent unauthorized access.
The design and construction of a programmable
electronic digital code lock system provides a sure
way of ensuring this security and safety for data.
Programmable digital code lock system is a high
security code lock system that can be used to lock
electronic devices such as Television set, computer
system and other electrical appliances. In this paper,
the digital code lock was used as a security measure
in an automobile car, achieved through the ignition
part of the automobile car which is used to engage
and disengage the engine from cranking in order to
put the car in motion.

VI. METHODOLOGY
The block diagram consists of AT89S52
microcontroller interfaced with the Smart card
reader via RS232 (serial port). Most digital logic
circuits and processors need a 5 volt power supply.
To use these parts we need to build a regulated 5
volt source. Usually you start with an unregulated
power to make a 5 volt power supply, we use a
LM7805 voltage regulator IC (Integrated Circuit).
An LCD display is connected to any of ports of
Microcontroller, which is used to display the
information.

A relay is connected to the microcontroller which
basically used for switching purpose, In this

application, relay is used to control the access i.e. if
any unauthorized person uses this embedded system
the microcontroller allows relay to switch off so that
the person will be unable to access.

Fig:4.1 Block Diagram

Fig 4.2 flow chart
When the module is on, the program starts, the
module keeps checking for the card insertion.
During this period the module displays “card is not
inserted” when the card is inserted the module
displays “card is inserted”. After the card is inserted
the card information is loaded and transferred to the
microcontroller there the microcontroller checks
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and verifies for the inserted card user with the valid
user information previously loaded and stored in the
microcontroller. When the information matches it is
said the valid card is inserted and the user is
declared “u r authorized”. If the information does
not match then the card is termed as invalid card
and the user is declared as invalid user and the
module displays “not authorized”. The valid user is
also indicated by the lamp glow, but the lamp
doesn’t glow for the invalid user. This process ends
and repeats when new user inserts their card and the
process goes on similarly for the next user.

V. RESULT
Successfully detects & reads the smart card that is
swiped.

Displays whether the swiped smart card is valid or
not.

Indicates the access over that particular area to the
swiped smart card user by the lamp glow.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
If the smart card is matched with the ID number in
the memory which is dumped in the
Microcontroller, then the person is recognized as
authorized and he will gain access to the door, and
information is displayed on the LCD screen

This paper can be implemented by using batteries
instead of using AC Power supply. Performance can
be increased in terms of speed and memory. A
Speaking voice alarm can be used to indicate
unauthorized person accessing the device.
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